June 2020

AUTUMN FADING TO WINTER
Walking around the streets of Port Fairy, I am peeping over fences, enjoying the late autumn gardens. The trees and shrubs are:

1.Ornamental grape 2. Forest Pansy; 3. Coprosma with Sage in the foreground; 4. Ornamental Pear Tree; and 5. The beautiful
Smoke Bush providing colour through autumn, spring and summer.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT

U3A PORT FAIRY
COMMITTEE

Greetings to all U3A Port Fairy members!
Last week I was invited to speak at a State-wide ‘webinar’ online event
presented by U3A Network Victoria. I represented U3A Port Fairy on a
Panel titled Coming out of COVID-19 alongside the Presidents of U3A
Ballarat and Port Phillip and two researchers from RMIT. We each
addressed how our U3A had responded to the health emergency in our
community and how we were planning for the eventual resumption of
our programs. The Panel was very well received by those watching from
U3As across Victoria and the discussion that followed was exciting. It
was a privilege to be able to present the positive initiatives U3A Port
Fairy has taken during the lock-down and the opportunities and
challenges we have identified as we emerge from it.
I explained that for the U3A Port Fairy committee of management clear,
consistent and regular communication with all our members has been a
priority during this COVID-19 period. In addition to group emails, phone
calls and mail to those without email we decided to publish our
Newsletters on a monthly basis with content designed to actively engage
our members. As a relatively small U3A in a socially active and caring community we feel confident that
we have been able to stay in touch with most of our members during this period of social isolation.
Since the suspension of our activities the committee has been using Zoom regularly for its meetings.
Aware that U3A Network has been encouraging and supporting the use of Zoom for teaching, we surveyed
our course leaders and found that most are not keen to start delivering their courses using this technology.
Instead, the course leaders have been using a range of other strategies to communicate with class participants, providing opportunities for interaction and stimulation. News items, articles, essays and readings
have been discussed in class group emails; online resources including virtual art gallery tours and digital
music performances have been regularly shared; the art class is posting weekly art challenges in a closed
Facebook group. Our philosophy tutor is delivering his lectures online and holding regular discussions via
Zoom. Our science course coordinator has prepared eight self-guided walks around Port Fairy with
information about plants, animals, geology and other environmental features, and members are doing these
walks for their daily exercise.
Our course leaders, who are all looking forward to resuming classes, regard face-to-face interactions with
participants as an integral part of their courses and in some instances consider zoom to be impractical. Many
use the technology for meetings and for communications with family and friends; however, except for the
Philosophy tutor, they are not keen at this stage to move to an online mode for their U3A classes. So, in
contrast to the large U3As who have embraced the use of Zoom to continue to deliver courses we have taken
a different approach focusing on members staying connected, stimulated and active.
(Continued next page)
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT continued
PLANNING FOR RE-STARTING OUR PROGRAMS
The Committee has developed a contingency plan that plots monthly scenarios depending on when it will be safe to our resume our
courses, possibly a modified Semester 2 program later in the year with physical distancing in classes, on field trips, in lectures and in
social activities. The Commonwealth health guidelines for seniors and Victorian COVID-19 restrictions will guide our operations and
we are working with Port Fairy Community House to develop policies and practices designed to keep our members safe.
CHALLENGES
A major challenge in resuming our courses will be physical distancing
•

Our courses are popular and given the size of our available teaching spaces ensuring safe distance between participants in each
class will be problematic.

•

We will either have to cut participant numbers, hire other larger spaces or run double streams of courses.

•

Ensuring the required distance between participants will change the classroom dynamic, making communication more difficult,
less intimate and inclusive and will be particularly challenging for those with hearing loss.

•

Physical distancing regulations limit informal socialising eg no sharing morning tea.

OPPORTUNITIES
People are anticipating the return of classes with excitement. In the words of Sue Knudsen:
Everyone is champing at the bit to get back to their classes and continue developing the relationships with each other and being
inspired by our amazing course leaders.
•

We have an opportunity to harness this enthusiasm and energy and increase members’ involvement in U3A as we grapple with
the challenges of the ‘new normal’.

•

People have had more experience with interactive technology so they may be more willing to participate in and lead zoom
based sessions.

•

Given the restrictions on overseas travel more U3A members will remain in Port Fairy all year and will be available to participate in courses and develop new ones.

•

We will engage more extensively with partner organisations to share zoom based events for mutual benefit.

Kate Donelan

NEWS AND EVENTS
MEET OUR COMMMITTEE MEMBERS
As well as being a member of the U3A Port Fairy Committee Mary Kerr has participated in a
number of U3A courses. She is also a long-standing member of the Port Fairy Community
House Committee of Management. Mary acts as liaison between the two Committees to keep
them both up to date.
In 2019 Mary was a course leader for Mao to Now and the subject matter engendered lively
discussion about the rise of China.
Mary Kerr and Kate Donelan developed the Theatre Visit Course which was planned to
involve trips to a matinee production at various theatre companies in Melbourne, Geelong or
Warrnambool. Understandably the course was put on hold, but they are hopeful to be up and
running 2021.
Education has been a large part of Mary’s life having taught for over 30 years at both Bendigo and Warrnambool. Her
subject areas are English and Literature.
Mary has lived in Port Fairy for 17 years moving here from Bendigo and is originally from Melbourne.
Mary retired six years ago and loves walking and joins both the Tuesday and Friday walking groups. She
is a great reader and meets with a group regularly where they discuss a variety of books.
Family life is important with three generations scattered between Geelong, Melbourne and Port Fairy.
Mary and her husband Bluey love travelling and look forward to a good road trip in the near future.

NEWS AND EVENTS
Around Port Fairy, our cats are enjoying the extra
attention while in lockdown.
All we can see of Peter Goy is
his legs with Vegemite

Jo Bagust’s cat Elle is one
from a lucky litter rescued
by Annette Graham

Jill Burgoyne & Zoey

Ralph Leutton provides Onyx with thumb
lessons for U3A sketching

Steve Mackey Zooms while
Inca & Tess look slightly dubious
about his choice of epistemology

Netta Hill & Tommy

NEWS AND EVENTS
MORE COMPANION ANIMALS PLEASE …
We’ve included U3A PF members out with their dogs and at home with their cats, next we
would like to hear from others like Rhonda Allardice who is photographed here with her
“resident” Peacock.
Please submit your photo with your companion animal and a prize will be awarded to the
one which captures our hearts and imagination!
Email us at u3aportfairy@gmail.com

We are all in this together
I received a newsletter from a group of textile designers and artists in the Shetland
Islands.
They wrote about weeks of lock-down in a small community, “of days that come
and go, and how quickly the world changes, halts, and everything we knew is
turned on its head”.
I felt a communality between this group and our U3A. Both are away from the
large cities, have restrictions on travel but embracing the joy of both our
outstanding natural environments.

Spring lambs in Shetland

Like us they do the daily walk with the benefit of coast and beaches, admiring birds and plants, reading more books,
upgrading our gardens and spending more time in the kitchen.
Shetland is in the North Sea – next stop The Artic. Port Fairy on the Great Southern Ocean looks out to the Antarctic.
Shetland birds like the Artic Terns travel from the Antarctic up to Shetland. Our Shearwaters travel the from The Artic to
Port Fairy. (see Phillip’s Shearwater update elsewhere in this newsletter)
In their newsletter the Shetland group discussed what they missed – mostly family. They also missed time with friends and
colleagues.
Asked about going back to “the old normal”, some spoke of the hope of valuing health workers
much more, hoping for global co-operation and a fairer distribution of wealth.
Another said “the old normal would be good but with a cleaner, greener environment”.

HERE HERE!!

Maggie

More info visit https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
Stories of Us: Great Australian Literature
The Stories of Us class have taken on the challenge of re-writing the first lines of
classic Australian novels to make them relevant to a time of pandemic and social
distancing. Here are a few of their ideas.
Such is Life (with apologies to Tom Collins, 1903)
Unemployed at last!
Scientifically such a contingency can never have befallen of itself. According to one theory, the momentum has been
tending toward this far-off event ever since a scrap of coronavirus flew from a bat to a man in the Wuhan market to
become a planet-wide pandemic.
Kate Donelan
The Getting of Wisdom (with apologies to Henry Handel Richardson, 1910)
The four children were lying 1.5 metres apart on the grass, taking care not to dislodge their masks.
“ ... and the Prince went further and further into the forest, checking his GPS to ensure he was not wandering too far
from his home” said the elder girl.
Anne Brydon
The Secret River (with apologies to Kate Grenville, 2005)
The Ruby Princess with its cargo of infected passengers, had bucked over the face of the ocean for the better part of
three weeks. Now it had fetched up at Sydney's Circular Quay. There was no lock on the door of the cabin where
William Thornhill, supposedly isolated for the term of his cruise in the year of Our Lord twenty twenty, was passing his
last night aboard Carnival Corporation's spreader of COVID-19.
David Wilson
The Shepherds Hut (with apologies to Tim Winton, 2018)
When I hit the bitumen and get that grey rumble going under me everything’s hell different. After lockdown it’s like I’m in
a fresh new world all slick and flat and easy.
Eda Ritchie

Kate Donelan

Science . . . Naturally
The self-guided walks and other occasional papers, published every Tuesday since late March, have been going gangbusters.
Ten guides have now been produced covering walks to many of the fascinating areas in and around Port Fairy. The latest
guides include the self-guided walks in the Port Fairy and Koroit Botanic Gardens, a meditation on the volcanic and beach
geology of our coast and the start of a series exposing the secrets of clouds. We even now know what causes the red scum in
our garden water bowls! What a fantastic community we have.
If anyone who is not already on the email list would like to receive the guides and other occasional papers, please email me
at jmiller3350@gmail.com.
John Miller

Port Fairy Botanic Gardens self-guided walk

Cirrus clouds, harbingers of change

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
Western Philosophy
U3A Port Fairy linked into an online seminar at Swinburne University
on 20 May when Steve Mackey took his turn in a seminar series of
philosophy presentations called Confronting Ethical Paralysis.
Steve's paper Where Are The Priests in Shakespeare's Plays
pointed to the ways clergy were depicted in that era of religious strife.
Of course the seminar was conducted via Zoom and two members of the
Western Philosophy class also spoke in the seminar and were welcomed
to join future linkups.
Classes resume for second semester in September. They will either continue to be by video
presentations and zoom discussions or face to face if conditions allow. Visit the website for more
information on topics and dates:
https://sites.google.com/view/philosophy-u3a-port-fairy/home

Introduction to Bird Watching
Last year the Shearwaters arrived late for their breeding season.
I estimated that numbers were also much less than usual. This
was also reported at a number of other breeding sites.
There were reports of mass mortality last August in the N Pacific/
Bering Sea. The adults usually depart in early to mid-April.
I checked Griffiths Island on 16 April and there was no evidence
of recent activity indicating that the adults had left. A friend in
Port Campbell surmises that they probably left on the Easter
storms. There were a few adults about on 4 April and none a week
later.
I checked Griffiths Is on 26 April. I recorded 5 dead checks
(3 downy, 2 feathered) all being scavenged by ravens. There was
little sign of other chick activity. I asked a few people on the island
if they had seen any dead chicks but they had not. From this it
seems to me that this breeding season has produced little, if any
recruitment to the population. I have not noticed this before.
Phillip Du Guesclin

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
Movie Club
Still nothing happening at the Reardon for the foreseeable future, however our
committee members Leon and Athena Morton are in the early planning stages of
the next Port Fairy Adventure Film Festival.
They have put together a 90 minute short film compilation which is on YouTube.
There is a description and link on the festival website: portfairyfilmfest.com
Last year’s peoples choice short film winner, Run the Line by Beau Miles can be found in its entirety on
YouTube and is well worth a look.
David Digby

Wars of the Roses
DERANGED LEADERS NOW AND THEN
The corona virus crisis has highlighted the dangers of incompetent national leaders. Perhaps we shouldn't be
surprised, as history reminds us.
In the early 15th century France was ruled by King Charles VI, who suffered from a debilitating mental illness
that prevented him from ruling effectively. Momentous events followed.

Charles was defeated by the English at the battle of Agincourt in 1415 where Henry V's archers decimated a
much larger French army.
Under the subsequent Treaty of Troyes the French agreed to the marriage of Charles's daughter, Catherine de
Valois, to Henry and conceded the inheritance of the French crown to the English king. On Henry's death in
1422 Henry and Catherine's son, also called Henry, became king of England and was later also crowned king
of France. But it seems the new King Henry VI inherited more than a crown from his French grandfather.
In 1453 he fell into a crippling catatonic insanity. The resulting dispute about who should rule during his
indisposition triggered the first battle of the Wars of the Roses.
Michael Crowe

ZOOM with U3A Warrnambool

U3A Warrnambool is inviting U3A Port Fairy members to participate in their
special ZOOM Tutorials!
All tutorials will be commence at 2.00 pm on the Tuesdays as listed below.
Invitations to join each of the tutorials will be issued by email from Peter Dexter, President U3A Warrnambool
probably on the preceding Friday. Anyone who thinks that they may like to join in would be most welcome. It
really is not that difficult to get the Zoom software and take part. The connection will work on iPad, iPhone, any
Android device as well as on desktops and laptops.

The program for June, Tuesdays at 2.00 pm:
JUNE

John Sherwood How old is it? An introduction to the techniques geologists and archaeologists use to
determine the age of past events. Different methods cover time scales of a few hundred to a few million
years. The most sophisticated techniques have been developed in our lifetimes.

JUNE

John Sherwood The story of Bass Strait. We will explore the origin of the Strait - linked to some
cataclysmic events in Australia's past. Today, as a seaway it has some of the most dangerous seas in the
world. To top it all off it hasn’t always had water in it!

JUNE

JUNE

JUNE

John Sherwood Our Hopkins Estuary. The estuary is renowned as one of Victoria's premier fishing
spots and a valued recreational resource for swimmers, walkers and water skiers also. Beneath its calm
surface though is an annual cycle of change in water circulation and water chemistry that drives this
productive eco-system. We will explore some of its secrets
Peter Hankinson Tupaia - Captain Cook's Polynesian Navigator. Tupaia, a Tahitian Master
Navigator and High Priest, joined the Endeavour in 1769 when the British were in Tahiti to observe the
Transit of Venus. When Cook sailed to New Zealand under secret Admiralty orders, Tupaia prevented
the whole expedition coming to a disastrous end at the hands of the fierce Maori.
Peter Hankinson Cook's Final Voyage—The Search for the North West Passage. The British
government was desperate to find a shorter route to East Asia for trade purposes. An Act of Parliament
offered a 20,000-pound reward for the discovery. The Admiralty believed that Cook was the man to
do it, but the expedition was ill-prepared for the momentous challenges it would face.

If you think you might like to give it a go, please contact Peter Dexter
by either email or phone: plsinoz@gmail.com or 0417431277

QUIZZES & CHALLENGES
WHY LEAVE HOME?
Simulate international destinations in your own backyard

Maggie & Maureen enjoying backyard "Bali” sunshine

Val & John Hastings enjoying de la belle vie in “Paris”

We would like you to submit YOUR photos of yourself or friends enjoying a holiday in your own backyard
or Port Fairy location—simulating an international travel location. Submit your photo with your name and
where the photo was taken, along with the “international” holiday location.
Email entries to: u3aportfairy@gmail.com
A special prize will be awarded to our favourite entry.

Maggie & Maureen

PORT FAIRY CRYPTICS
Returning with another cryptic “baker’s dozen”
Carolyn Crowe and Tim Doeg have put together some cryptic questions
and answers that all relate to Port Fairy, places and people.
The answers are on the next page — but don’t peek!
1.

My one wilted flower (5, 5)

2.

Animated TV series contains small, dry valley (10, 4)

3.

Raise the Godfather at the mixed rate (7, 7)

4.

60’s Andy and Gilligan’s place (9, 6)

5.

Sheen’s one! Endless taste! (8, 2, 4)

6.

What you say? In a bath? (3, 3)

7.

Animal, from first to last, has every angle and uses pitching wedge (4, 5, 4, 3, 5)

8.

Thief loses eye (by the sound of it) but keeps hard in battle (3, 5)

9.

The fruiterer ran left, not right, to hear shop that self complaints (7, 4, 4)

10. Annie is after Australian money for grassland and .… (6, 3, 4)
11. Rory’s egg gets thrown (8)
12. Mobile merchant takes potassium for morning smell (6, 7)
13. Dressed up, but on edge (6, 3, 2, 4)

ANSWERS & laughs

PORT FAIRY CRYPTICS ANSWERS

1.Moyne River; 2.Southcombe Park; 3.Reardon Theatre; 4.Griffiths Island; 5.Charlies on East;
6.The Hub; 7.East Beach Fish and Chips; 8.The Wharf; 9.Conlans Wine Store; 10.Audley and Hall;
11.Gregory’s; 12.Hawker Kampong; 13. Decked out on Bank.

STAY WELL —

AND STAY IN TOUCH !

